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INTRODUCTION

The fifteenth century marked a significant development in Englishmen’s

approaches to alchemy. Recipes for the philosophers’ stone, formerly mostly

confined to the expression of Latin prose, were now circulated in English

rhyme. Between the fifteenth and late seventeenth centuries in particular

Middle English alchemical poetry permeated manuscripts, and with them,

their readers’ understanding of the art. Indeed, alchemy was the most pop-

ular topic for scientific poetry in fifteenth-century England, and the genre

of alchemical verse defined scientific literature to a significant extent.1 The

sheer bulk, variety and consistency of Middle English rhymed alchemica

even eclipsed the vernacular alchemical poetry of continental Europe.2

While it is clear that many alchemical practitioners and writers consid-

ered verse a good medium for the communication of the transformation of

base metals into gold, the contexts and reasons for this are manifold. Some

alchemical versifications were written in the hope of procuring royal patron-

age. Others, like the poems at the heart of this book, derive from a more

laboratory-based background. Various poems were circulated as works of

famous authors and alchemical authorities, often contributing to a pseu-

doepigraphic tradition. But many alchemical poems, among them the cor-

pus of texts considered here, travelled from one manuscript to the next

anonymously. Alchemical poetry in all its guises would continue to preserve

alchemical lore for more than two centuries, until it vanished together with

the craft of alchemy on the threshold to the modern period.

This book discovers the secrets of alchemical writing, thought and prac-

tice through an investigation of Middle English alchemical poetry. It iden-

tifies and explores a previously unidentified corpus of alchemical verse, a

1 The word ‘science’ is used throughout this book to denote branches of natural philos-

ophy roughly relating to modern natural sciences: a combination of scientia, natural phi-

losophy and theoretical craft knowledge. Further, I employ the term ‘alchemy’ in accordance

with its use in the fifteenth century (mostly relating to experiments and the transformation of

matter); a critical discussion of the term may be found in Principe and Newman, “Some Prob-

lems”. Finally, the term ‘alchemical practitioners’ as used in this book is intended to capture

the rather inclusive group of individuals engaged in alchemical pursuits in the late medieval

and early modern period.

2 Kahn, “Alchemical Poetry” I, II. Chapter 1 below delivers an introduction to alchemical

poetry.
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noteworthy part of the extant written record of alchemy hitherto neglected

in scholarship. The studies in this book present an alternative, corpus-based

approach to the history of alchemy, to complement and intersect with nar-

ratives focusing on, for example, individuals and institutions. They put an

untitled, authorless and often textually unstable body of vernacular recipes

centre stage and show that the poems’ original reception as a corpus, once

unearthed from the manuscript record, offers a unique perspective on his-

torical conceptions of language and literature, authorship and authority,

natural philosophy and craft knowledge.

1. Defining a Corpus:

The Scope of Historical Materials Considered

The poems considered here, recipes for the philosophers’ stone, were writ-

ten, circulated and received in connection with each other, and in vari-

ous permutations, throughout the early modern period. By merit of these

connections they form a corpus of texts. The corpus’ poems include the

“Verses upon the Elixir” (NIMEV 3249), “Exposition” (2666), “Wind and

Water” (3257), “Boast of Mercury” (1276 and 3271), “Mystery of Alchemists”

(4017), “Liber Patris Sapientiae” (1150), “Richard Carpenter’s Work” (1555,

2656 and 3255), “Short Work” (3721), “In the sea” (1561.7), “On the ground”

(2688), “I shall you tell” (1364) and “Trinity” (1558.5). Anonymous English

prose texts like “Terra Terrae Philosophicae” and “Alumen de Hispania”, and

a number of secondary writings, complete the corpus. The poetic core of

this corpus is significant even just by statistical considerations alone. It was

recently estimated that ca. 70 alchemical poems were written in England

between 1500 and 1700.3 The twenty-one corpus texts identified here clearly

left a significant mark on this textual tradition. More than 130 manuscripts

containing four hundred witnesses of texts from the corpus around the

“Verses upon the Elixir” survive. Some are plain notebooks, others products

of scholarly arts, and yet others beautifully illuminated scrolls, the famous

“Ripley Scrolls”.

Notably the nature and scope of this corpus, while necessarily a prag-

matic construct to a certain extent, are primarily suggested by the historical

materials themselves: the anonymous poem “Verses upon the Elixir” not

3 Kahn, “Alchemical Poetry” I, 268. For a list of German alchemical poems (for compari-

son) known in 1976 see Telle, “Altdeutsches Spruchgedicht,” 417–418.
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only circulated on a larger scale than even George Ripley’s most popular

English verse work, the “Compound of Alchemy” from the fifteenth through

seventeenth centuries,4 but also accumulated a number of exegetic, supple-

mentary or parallel texts in its reader reception. Late medieval and early

modern users of the poem appear to have employed an identifiable core set

of texts to illuminate their interpretation of the “Verses upon the Elixir”, and

vice versa. Some used parts of the “Verses upon the Elixir” as raw material for

the composition of new recipes, others wrote compendia which showcase

texts from the corpus in strategic positions. All core texts emerge in extant

manuscripts from the mid-fifteenth century onwards. An older textual tra-

dition connected with the origin and development of the poem provides

the chronologically earliest parts of the associated corpus (going back to

the turn of the fifteenth century), while later translations and adaptations

transport the corpus poems and associated texts into the later early mod-

ern period, until their manuscript production and reception wanes, in part

replaced by print, around the mid-seventeenth century.

The corpus identified here is necessarily not truly exhaustive. With some

imagination it could be conceivable to write the entire history of medieval

and early modern alchemical literature based on a thoroughly extended cor-

pus alone. The corpus as defined here, however, is sufficiently self-contained

to present a meaningful body of works for study, and a representative cross-

section of alchemical writing. The poem “Verses upon the Elixir” shows a

larger number of textual and material associations with other alchemical

poems than other alchemical poems of the time, in all manuscripts investi-

gated (a body of codices larger than the list of sources at the end of this book

indicates). It therefore also occupies a central position in the constructed

corpus as well as in Middle English alchemical literature. Criteria for inclu-

sion of ancillary texts in the corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir” are

straightforward, conclusive textual or material indications: poems from the

core corpus appear in a significant number of extant manuscripts, which

date from the fifteenth through seventeenth centuries, mostly together with

other items from the corpus; texts supplementing the core corpus, in turn,

demonstrate close material and textual affinities to the same, as well as a

solid number of surviving witnesses. Contemporary annotations and com-

ments on corpus texts constitute additional evidence for the connections

4 The “Compound” survives in 40 English copies and eight Latin manuscript copies

(Rampling, “Catalogue,” s.v. item 9), the “Verses upon the Elixir” in fifty and eight copies

respectively (see Chapter 1).
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that form the corpus. The only group of texts included despite a restricted

circulation history are exegetic prose texts written after, and directly refer-

ring to, the “Verses upon the Elixir” (one of which only survives in four

manuscripts). These texts provide such essential context for the poem that

their omission would also have neglected vital information about the con-

temporary reception of the corpus texts.

The emphasis on material and textual-linguistic connections in my def-

inition of the corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir” should be consid-

ered more significant than a nod to scholarship on textual corpora.5 It is the

presentation of the poems in manuscripts that represents the most tangible,

and thus also most reliable definition of the corpus, its creation and recep-

tion. Underneath this physical manifestation the corpus texts also share a

school of alchemical thought and recognisable content. They are all recipes

for and commentaries on the philosophers’ stone and related processes,

which join in the alchemical tradition of practice most popular in early mod-

ern England and Europe at the time of their composition, and thus based

around pseudo-Lullian concepts and their derivates. Their understanding,

naturally, changed over time, and thus as the corpus around the “Verses” was

adapted to different contexts. It is this juxtaposition of a stable yet adapt-

able tradition in manuscripts, and a constantly changing context in which

the manuscript copies were produced and received, that creates the oppor-

tunity for historical analysis highlighted in this book.

Perhaps the corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir” may be compared

metaphorically with an extended modern family: blood relations and best

friends combine to form a recognisable unit whose identity can be defined

and acknowledged, and whose progression over time can be investigated.

This particular family of alchemical poems encapsulates the creation, trans-

mission and evolution of alchemical knowledge in the laboratory and the

scriptorium, witnessed the development of different genres and notetaking

techniques, and forms part of the history of Middle English verse, technical

vocabulary and Gebrauchsliteratur.

5 Most pertinently the Corpus of Early English Medical Writing (see e.g. Taavitsainen and

Pahta, Medical, esp. Pahta, “Code-Switching”; Pahta, “Flowers”).
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2. Writing History Through the Lives of Texts:

An Alternative Approach

Since at least the seventeenth century, the natural sciences seem to have

resolutely erased, not relived their past. They are amnesiac disciplines, and

insofar as they have a history of their own making, it is an epic history of titanic

(and quirky) individuals.6

Geber and Rhazes. Raymond Lull and Paracelsus. John Dee and Edward Kel-

ley. Andreas Libavius and Michael Maier. For all periods, cultures and geo-

graphical areas, alchemical history is traditionally anchored in the names

of famous alchemical practitioners.7 Modern histories of alchemy often

acknowledge the human agency in alchemy and develop narratives for audi-

ences familiar, and indeed comfortable, with the history of science pop-

ulated with known individuals and defined by institutions. This applies

to both famous and infamous historical characters, the latter including

alchemical fraudsters and practitioners well-known for their misfortunes.8

Another, recently more fully developed approach to the history of alchemy,

which is concerned with the chemical aspects of alchemical experimen-

tation, similarly builds upon historical alchemical practitioners to tell its

tales.9 Further, the histories of collectors, early bibliographers, antiquari-

ans and intellectuals, their libraries, cultural and institutional backgrounds

contain valuable information about manuscript circulation and pertinent

places of learning. Studies on famous individuals concerned with alchemi-

cal lore and writing often even incorporate elements from the corpus around

the “Verses upon the Elixir” among their source materials.10

6 Daston and Sibum, “Introduction,” 4. See also Shortland and Yeo, Telling Lives, esp. the

introduction (1–44).

7 The ‘biographical’ tenor of early histories of alchemy may be observed in Taylor, Alche-

mists, Thompson, Alchemy and Alchemists, Read, Alchemy to Chemistry and Holmyard,

Alchemy. Much more successful recent studies on alchemically inclined individuals, of which

there are many, include Moran, Libavius, William Newman’s publications (e.g. Gehennical

Fire), Lawrence Principe, Aspiring Adept, and a special issue dedicated to the study of John

Dee in Studies in History and Philosophy of Science (2012).

8 One example is Nummedal, Alchemy and Authority. For institutions, see e.g. Moran,

Patronage.

9 See e.g. Newman and Principe, Alchemy Tried. This should be considered together with

the historiographical approach to craft knowledge followed by Smith, see e.g. “Making as

Knowing”, and, in a wider context, with the contributions in Smith and Findlen, Merchants.

10 To name but a few, these include Patai, Jewish Alchemists, which includes “Alumen”;

Dunleavy, “Chaucer Ascription,” which discusses the “Verses upon the Elixir” and “Lead”.

Sherman, John Dee and Corbett, “Ashmole,” both touch upon the Ripley Scrolls.
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The methodological approach adopted in this book, however, considers

texts, not individuals, as the main actors of its narrative. It thus captures

a part of the history of alchemy and Middle English writing that is not

usually considered in historiography. Indeed, for the majority of texts con-

tained in the corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir” a person-centred

approach would prove problematic. A preliminary list of the dramatis per-

sonae named across the 134 manuscripts containing texts from the corpus

around the “Verses” includes close to one hundred individual references.11

This number may appear to be a cornucopia of information for the investi-

gation of these persons; indeed, it has been argued that the loss of materials

affects merely the number of manuscripts and not the balance of informa-

tion contained in mediaevalia.12 In the case of the corpus around the “Verses”,

however, as for other alchemica, the surviving names, especially those for

whom biographical information is available, generally do not relate to the

manuscripts’ early production and reception but, overwhelmingly, to their

afterlives. More than a quarter of names recorded for the corpus refer to

early modern or modern collectors from the seventeenth century onwards.

The associated individuals considered alchemy not primarily a craft or topic

of natural philosophy, but one of literary, aesthetic, contemplative, religious

or occult value.

Further, an analysis of the personnel behind the corpus around the

“Verses” would be selective by necessity. Many individuals did not leave a

trace of their agency other than the manuscript text itself or annotations.

The majority of those whose names are recorded are connected, in one

way or another, and for various, often collection-related reasons, with Elias

Ashmole or John Dee. Yet from the perspective of the history of the cor-

pus around the “Verses upon the Elixir”, Ashmole and Dee play a late and

marginal role. Finally, the individuals situated between the famous and the

unknown yield some interesting research, yet fewer results than a dedicated

biographical study would merit.13 The discrepancy between the number of

recorded names and the larger, unknown number of now anonymous users

of the manuscripts, between the stories already told about the prominent

11 See Timmermann, Circulation and Reception, 62–63 and A3–34 for a full list of names

mentioned in connection with the corpus around the “Verses”, and the final part of Chapter 2

below.

12 Ker, Medieval Manuscripts; Ker, “Migration”. Carey, Courting Disaster, 37–38.

13 Timmermann, Circulation and Reception, Chapter 3, contains a study on physician-

alchemist Patrick Saunders and one Richard Hipsley, two men connected with the produc-

tion and reception of several corpus manuscripts as well as John Dee and Edward Kelley.
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parts of the former and those not possible to tell about the latter, suggests

that there is more to the history of alchemy and its writings that needs to be

investigated.

With regard to authors as potential focus of historical studies the mat-

ter is just as complex. Authorship can be assigned, removed, contested and

ignored in isolation from the original act of a text’s creation. This is partic-

ularly the case for manuscript copies, each of which may confirm or deny a

pre-existing attribution, or establish or ignore an absent one. Authors’ pop-

ularity was a similarly volatile matter. As Walter Map put it so aptly in the

twelfth century:

My only fault is that I am alive. […] I have no intention, however, of correcting

this fault by my death. […] I know what will happen after I am gone. When I

shall be decaying, then, for the first time, […] [my work] shall be salted; and

every defect in it will be remedied by my decease, and in the most remote

future its antiquity will cause the authorship to be credited to me, because,

then as now, old copper will be preferred to new gold.14

Generally the story of authors and their works, often pseudonymous oeuvres

and corpora that influenced the history of alchemy to a considerable extent,

have proven to be marvellous material for addressing difficult and pressing

questions in the history of alchemy, with results that are as valuable to schol-

arship as the texts they investigate were to their historical readers. Editions

and case studies often agree with the historical prominence of a particular

author and yield wonderful results, foremost the investigation of the highly

influential pseudo-Lullian body of late medieval works.15 However, copy-

ists involved with the production and reception of contemporary alchemica

like the corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir” more often than not

did not record an author for a text. The body of medieval and early mod-

ern alchemical poetry, even alchemical writing in general, is largely anony-

mous.16 Although illustrious authors like Thomas Norton and George Ripley

14 Walter Map as cited in Minnis, Medieval Theory, 11–12.

15 Pereira, Alchemical Corpus and “Lullian Alchemy”; Kühlmann and Telle, Corpus Paracel-

sisticum. Norton, Ordinall. See also Singer, “Alchemical Writings”; Kibre, “Alchemical Writ-

ings”, “Further Manuscripts” and “Albertus Magnus”; Grund, Misticall Wordes, “ffor to make”,

and “Albertus Magnus” (the last on alchemical poetry); Obrist, Constantine of Pisa; Newman

and Principe, George Starkey; Newman, Summa Perfectionis, and on Bacon in “Overview” and

“Philosophers’ Egg”; with a wider natural philosophical angle, Hackett, Roger Bacon; and, in

the digital medium, editions of Newton manuscripts in The Chymistry of Isaac Newton. On

ancient authorities see e.g. Ferrario, “Origins”. See Chapter 3 below for a more detailed dis-

cussion of authorship.

16 See also Chapter 3 below, and Schuler, English Magical and Scientific Poems.
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played instrumental roles in the history of alchemy, they merely represent

the bookends of the reception history of the corpus around the “Verses upon

the Elixir”, and moreover only for part of its texts and manuscripts. In this

context it seems that a history of alchemical poets in particular would be an

“arbitrary elevation of obscure poetasters into major figures, simply on the

grounds that they have identified themselves in some way as ‘authors’ ”.17

Incidentally, in the early modern period authorial attribution was at

times refuted; we can only imagine classical scholar Isaac Casaubon’s delight

at discovering the true dating of the Hermetic corpus at the turn of the

seventeenth century, which proved a great tradition ‘wrong’.18 Generally in

the history of alchemy, however, even more so than for other Middle English

literature, critical, disputed discussion of the authorship of a canonical text

seems comparatively rare.19 Anonyma, therefore, require special attention.

Their role in the communication of knowledge can, and needs to be, told

separately from other histories of alchemy.

This book, and its focus on the corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir”,

follows a complementary approach to most existing methodologies in histo-

riography. This is the history of texts written by mostly unknown individuals,

approached through the evidence of their material output (manuscripts),

not the history of individual writers—the story of the adaptation of texts

in individualised manuscript copies, not of standardised texts. As the case

studies will demonstrate, the advancement of alchemical writing and

thought as told through the history of the corpus around the “Verses upon

the Elixir” reveals information about a large number of previously unknown

writers and users of alchemical texts, and about little-known discourse com-

munities.20 This book is, in short, intended to lend voices to hitherto silent

parts of alchemical history.

17 Boffey, Courtly Love Lyrics, 79. See also Chenu, “Auctor,” 83. For the modern concept of

authorship, see Biagioli and Galison, Scientific Authorship, especially the introduction (1–9).

Also Johns, “Ambivalence”.

18 Grafton, Defenders, 145–161.

19 A notable exception is the early-twentieth debate about the historical identity of

Thomas Norton as the author of the “Ordinal of Alchemy”: Nierenstein and Charman,

“Enquiry”; Reidy, “Thomas Norton”.

20 A particularly good model for this textual approach, which is here extended to corpus

work, may be found in Telle, Sol und Luna.
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3. Reading this Book: A Brief Guide

This book presents both sources and studies on an influential corpus of Mid-

dle English alchemical poetry. Beyond its contribution to historical scholar-

ship on the history of alchemy and Middle English writing it is also intended

to function as a reference book. The main body of the volume introduces the

corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir” and delivers case studies on par-

ticularly interesting aspects of its creation, circulation and reception. Each

case study is self-contained and focuses on a different theme of alchemi-

cal literature and manuscript production. The appendix reproduces the raw

materials underlying the case studies: editions and stemmata. The individ-

ual chapters and editions may, therefore, be consulted in isolation from each

other, even if the entirety of the book reflects the corpus and its uses for his-

toriography best.

The initial two chapters concern the corpus and its history within its liter-

ary and historical contexts. Chapter 1, the basis for all subsequent chapters,

starts with a survey of the genre of alchemical poetry in late medieval Eng-

land, then introduces the corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir”, from

its origins to its afterlife in print. This includes comprehensive entries on

the individual corpus texts’ scope, contents and position within the corpus,

which may be read in conjunction with the editions and stemmata provided

at the end of this book. Chapter 2 discusses the characteristics of the corpus

as a corpus, i.e. as an interrelated group of texts, especially its original forma-

tion in the fifteenth century and the scribal, linguistic principles underlying

its connections. This part closes with a survey of the individuals that shaped

the corpus over time and a reflection on those whose names have not sur-

vived.

The two middle chapters approach early modern conceptions of author-

ship and authority, now through the lens of the corpus’ history, from two

rather different angles. Chapter 3 considers the haphazard attribution his-

tory of the corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir” and the issues of trans-

lation and genre in relation to alchemical verse. This essay on authorship,

ascription practices and perceptions of authority reveals that the genre of

vernacular alchemical poetry in itself carried merit for its readers. Chapter 4

focuses on the beautifully illuminated ‘Ripley Scrolls’, which incorporate

poems from the corpus from the late fifteenth century onwards, to inves-

tigate connections between authority and illumination or medium. This

chapter demonstrates that the manifestations of the poems on the Scrolls

and in plain manuscripts relate to each other in hitherto unacknowledged

ways.
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The final two chapters provide case studies of the cultural contexts in

which individual, outstanding corpus-related manuscripts were written and

received. They concern material and institutional aspects of the organisa-

tion of alchemical knowledge, and dedicate more space to the development

of two specific environments in which the “Verses” and associated texts

were received in the sixteenth century. Chapter 5 explores the academic

environment in which a copy of the “Verses upon the Elixir” (in Trinity

College Cambridge MS R.14.56) was read and debated, then analyses the

sequential appearance of a series of marginal notes around the text. A writ-

ten conversation between readers over the course of several decades, these

marginalia witnessed early modern scholarly approaches to vernacular craft

recipes. Chapter 6 identifies the organisation of a series of notebooks writ-

ten and annotated by a single unnamed physician of the sixteenth century.

His experimental, text-based conceptualisation of the use of alchemy in

the manufacture of medical remedies bears implications for the history of

alchemy and medicine, the history of the book and manuscript studies, and

for the historiography of medieval and early modern science.

Together, these six chapters showcase the merits of a corpus-based

approach to alchemical, and generally Middle English, literature. Themes

discussed and chosen for focus in Chapters three through six may seem

heterogeneous, and indeed they are intended to sample the richness of the

corpus at hand. They are examples of, but also exemplary for, corpus-derived

historical studies.

The appendix reproduces critical editions for the core corpus texts—the

first to be published of the corpus poems and associated prose texts—as

well as diplomatic editions of ancillary works. The rationale for editorial

procedure and a note on the visualisation of the texts’ histories in stemmata

may be found there. Introductions to each edition summarise key data for

each text, identify all known manuscript witnesses and depict stemmata for

the critically edited texts. The editions themselves and their apparatus were

put together with an eye to user friendly presentation: they are intended to

be primary materials for further research. Taken together, the studies and

editions presented here, like the corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir”,

form a microcosm of alchemical historical communication.
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Diagram I: The fifteenth-century corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir”
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Diagram II: The developed, early modern corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir”
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